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ABSTRACT 1 
Road crashes are mainly caused by three concurrent factors: infrastructure, vehicle, and human 2 
factor. The interaction between infrastructure and human factor leads to the concept of geometric 3 
design consistency. 4 
 Recently, a global consistency model was developed based on the difference between the 5 
inertial operating speed profile and the operating speed profile. The first one was defined as the 6 
weighted average speed of the previous road section based on distance and represents drivers’ 7 
expectancies, whereas the second one represents road behavior. However, drivers’ expectancies 8 
are related to Short-Term Memory which is gradually in decline and depends on time. Thus, a 9 
time-based inertial operating speed would allow a more accurate estimation of the phenomenon. 10 
 This research analyzes different periods of time and weighting distributions to identify how 11 
drivers’ expectancies should be estimated. 12 
 A set of 71 homogeneous road segments located in Italy were considered in the study. As 13 
a result, 25 seconds and a convex parabolic distribution should be used to calculate the inertial 14 
operating speed profile. This new way to estimate drivers’ expectancies showed better results than 15 
those obtained based on distance. 16 
 Finally, the proposed consistency model was compared with the previous ones. As a 17 
conclusion, this model could more accurately assess the geometric design consistency. Therefore, 18 
the proposed consistency model is a useful tool for engineers to estimate the number of crashes 19 
and incorporate road safety to the geometric design of both new two-lane rural roads and 20 
improvements of existing highways. 21 
 22 
Keywords: geometric design consistency, road safety, operating speed, inertial operating speed, 23 
driver’s behavior 24 
 25 
26 
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INTRODUCTION 1 
Road safety is a major concern in our society. Around 1.2 million people die and 50 million are 2 
injured in road crashes every year (1). Most fatalities occur on rural roads. Specifically in Italy, 3 
48% of all road crashes took place on these highways between 2011 and 2013 (2). 4 
 Road crashes are mainly caused by three concurrent factors: infrastructure, vehicle and 5 
human factor. Particularly, the infrastructure factor is responsible for over 30% of road crashes (3). 6 
In fact, crashes tend to concentrate at certain road elements. This is why the interaction between 7 
the infrastructure and the human factor have been deeply studied in recent years. This interaction 8 
can be partially explained using the concept of geometric design consistency, which can be defined 9 
as how road behavior meets drivers’ expectancies. To this regard, a consistent road minimizes 10 
surprises to road users while driving along it, whereas an inconsistent road presents numerous 11 
surprises on drivers, leading to anomalous behavior and increasing the likelihood of crash 12 
occurrence. 13 
There are several methods to assess geometric design consistency: operating speed, vehicle 14 
stability, alignment indices, and driver workload (4). However, most of the consistency models are 15 
based on the analysis of the operating speed profile. Operating speed is frequently defined as the 16 
85th percentile of the speed distribution for passenger cars under free-flow conditions with no 17 
external restrictions (V85). One important advantage of its use is the possibility to estimate them 18 
using operating speed models. 19 
There are two types of consistency models: local and global. Local models focus on 20 
localized issues, such as sudden speed reductions or high differences between the design and 21 
operating speeds. Those models are ideal to identify where road crashes are more likely to take 22 
place. On the other hand, global consistency models examine the overall speed variation 23 
throughout an entire road segment. Although they do not indicate where crashes are likely to take 24 
place, they can be introduced into Safety Performance Function (SPF) to predict the number of 25 
crashes on an entire road segment. 26 
The first global consistency model was developed by Polus and Mattar-Habib (5). In this 27 
research, two parameters to estimate geometric design consistency were proposed: relative area 28 
(Ra) and operating speed dispersion (σ). The first parameter was defined as the area bounded by 29 
the operating speed profile and the average operating speed, divided by the length of the road 30 
segment. Hence, higher values of Ra and σ produced lower consistency values. This model was 31 
later enhanced by including the speed dispersion induced by heavy vehicles, as a surrogate measure 32 
for the vertical alignment (6). 33 
Related to this, Garach et al. (7) developed a new consistency model based on the same 34 
parameters in Spain. As a result, the Polus and Mattar-Habib’s model showed a quite conservative 35 
behavior, since some road sections were classified as poor according to the global model, while 36 
presenting fair consistency according to Ra and σ. 37 
Finally, Camacho-Torregrosa (8) developed another global consistency model considering 38 
two operational parameters: the average operating speed and the average deceleration rate. 39 
Additionally, this study highlights the importance of using homogeneous road segments. The 40 
author also presents a classification of road segments attending to their ‘boundary constraints’, i.e., 41 
the conditions at which road segments are connected to the rest of the road network. Several SPFs 42 
were developed accordingly. 43 
Recently, Garach et al. (9) calibrated different SPFs considering different geometric, 44 
operating, and consistency variables. Among those consistency models presented above, the model 45 
which more accurately estimated the number of crashes on Spanish two-lane rural roads was that 46 
proposed by Camacho-Torregrosa. Likewise, the average operating speed also had an important 47 
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influence on crash occurrence, with more crashes as the average operating speed increases. 1 
Additionally, there are several authors who have studied the influence of the geometric 2 
design consistency on road safety (10–17). All of them concluded that there is a close relationship 3 
between consistency and road crashes. Regarding this, the operating speed reduction and the 4 
deviation of the operating speed along a road segment were identified as the most important 5 
variables. Furthermore, the selection of the road is critical for the application of global consistency 6 
models. The road segments must be homogeneous, since the length along which the a priori 7 
expectancies of drivers are acquired plays a major role (8, 13, 18). 8 
However, none of the previous consistency models included the definition of the 9 
‘expectancies acquisition process’ phenomenon in their formulation. Regarding this, García et al. 10 
(19) developed a novel approach at calculating drivers’ expectancies and behavior. A new speed 11 
concept, the inertial operating speed (Vi), was proposed to estimate drivers’ expectancies at a 12 
certain location. This speed was defined as the average operating speed of the previous 1,000 m 13 
road segment. This distance was determined with a naïve comparison to crash rates. Conversely, 14 
road behavior was associated with the operating speed (V85). The Inertial Consistency Index (ICI) 15 
was defined as the difference between Vi and V85. Therefore, the greater this index, the greater the 16 
difference between drivers’ expectancies and road behavior, and thus crash occurrence is higher. 17 
This inertial operating speed was also studied by Montella et al. (16) on motorways. 18 
Traditionally, this speed has been based on distance, considering different lengths and extracting a 19 
simple average. However, this does not match the drivers’ expectation acquisition process, which 20 
is related to Short-Term Memory (STM). 21 
STM is the memory system that contains our moment-to-moment conscious thoughts and 22 
perceptions. The capacity of STM increases with a person’s age until it reaches a maximum in 23 
young adulthood. As long as we are able to rehearse, or pay attention to the information in STM, 24 
it can reside there indefinitely. However, without rehearsal, STM is gradually in decline and the 25 
information is lost in about 18 s (20). 26 
Drivers do not recall with the same intensity the previous road section. Therefore, the initial 27 
and final zones of the preceding section should not be equally considered when determining the 28 
inertial operating speed. To this regard, Llopis-Castelló et al. (21) defined Vi as the weighted 29 
average operating speed based on distance to develop a new global consistency model based on 30 
the difference between the inertial operating speed profile and the operating speed profile. As 31 
expected, this way of calculating Vi showed better results than estimating this speed as the simple 32 
average of the operating speed. However, given two homogeneous road segments with a different 33 
average operating speed, the periods of time needed to cover the same distance differ. Thus, a 34 
time-based inertial operating speed profile determination might lead to a more reliable estimation 35 
of the phenomenon.  36 
This paper shows the analysis of different periods of time and weighting distributions in 37 
the calculation of the inertial operating speed to identify how drivers’ expectancies should be 38 
estimated and, consequently, enhance the assessment of the geometric design consistency. 39 
 40 
OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES 41 
The main objective of this research is to determinate how the inertial operating speed (Vi) should 42 
be calculated to estimate in a more accurate way drivers’ expectancies. The period of time needed 43 
to accurately reflect these expectancies into Vi remains unknown, so different trials will be 44 
performed using different periods of time, comparing their difference with V85 towards the number 45 
of crashes. 46 
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The underlying hypothesis is that the inertial operating speed profile based on time will 1 
allow a more accurate estimation of the number of crashes than the distance-based one. In addition, 2 
weighted averages will be used for this determination to achieve a more reliable measure of driver 3 
expectancies. The difference between Vi and V85 will be considered as a surrogate measure to 4 
geometric design consistency. Then, the higher the difference between Vi and V85, the lower the 5 
consistency. 6 
 7 
METHODOLOGY AND DATA DESCRIPTION 8 
Methodology 9 
This study was developed by examining the relationship between the operating speed behavior and 10 
road crashes. Different two-lane rural road sections located in Italy were selected. Next, the 11 
geometry for each road section was recreated by means of the methodology proposed by Camacho-12 
Torregrosa et al. (22); and the operating speed profiles were estimated considering the speed 13 
models calibrated by Marchionna and Perco (23). From this, different inertial operating speed 14 
profiles were calculated for each homogeneous road segment considering different periods of time 15 
and weighting distributions. Crash and traffic data were also obtained. Finally, the relationship 16 
between crashes and consistency was studied by calibrating several Safety Performance Functions. 17 
As a result, the inertial operating speed profile that better describes drivers’ expectancies was 18 
identified and consistency thresholds were proposed. 19 
 20 
Road segments 21 
A total of 48 road sections located in Italy were selected for the study. These resulted in 71 22 
homogeneous road segments, which were identified through the following procedure. 23 
 First, road segments were divided into sections with similar traffic volume and cross-24 
section. Major intersections do also influence on drivers’ expectancies, so they were considered 25 
for segmentation. Finally, each road section was divided according to its geometric behavior using 26 
the Curvature Change Rate (CCR), which is defined as the rate between the sum of the absolute 27 
deflection angles per length unit. 28 
The homogeneous road segments had an Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes 29 
ranging from 1,319 to 19,577 vpd. Their length ranged from 1,915 m to 19,325 m, and their 30 
longitudinal grade did not exceed 5%. Lane width ranged from 3.00 to 3.50 m, and the shoulder 31 
width varied from 0.50 to 1.50 m. 32 
 33 
Traffic and crash data 34 
Traffic volume and crash data were provided by the “Azienda Nazionale Autonoma delle Strade” 35 
(ANAS) and the “Automobile Club Italia” (ACI), respectively. Thus, AADT and the number of 36 
crashes with injuries were identified for each homogeneous road segment. 37 
 AADT was defined as the average traffic volume from 2012 to 2015. Only crashes with 38 
injuries were considered between 2005 and 2014. The cause of every crash was reviewed, so to 39 
only include the ones related to geometry (e.g., crashes caused by vehicles entering the road from 40 
minor roads or driveways were removed from the analysis, since their inception is not the road 41 
geometry per se). As a result, a total of 2,080 crashes were reported, involving 202 fatalities and 42 
3,701 injured. 43 
 44 
Speed profiles 45 
Operating speed profiles 46 
The operating speed profile for each road segment was estimated using the model by Marchionna 47 
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and Perco (23) for Italian two-lane rural roads (Figure 1). The model takes into account the general 1 
character of the horizontal alignment, since the desired speed is calculated as a function of the 2 
CCR. 3 
 4 
Inertial speed profiles 5 
The inertial operating speed profile was calculated for every road segment from its operating speed 6 
profile. This speed attempts to define drivers’ expectancies, which are related to the short-term 7 
memory. As said above, this memory depends on time and is gradually in decline (20). 8 
Therefore, the inertial operating speed for each point of the alignment was defined as the 9 
weighted average operating speed of the preceding road section. 10 
The time for which the inertial operating speed should be calculated was unknown, so 11 
periods of time (t) between 10 s and 60 s with a step of 5 s and four weighting distributions were 12 
analyzed (Figure 2). 13 
A constant distribution provides the average speed, since the operating speed for all 14 
different stations under consideration has the same weight. To calculate the other distributions, a 15 
weighting factor was proposed, ranging from 0 to 1. Except for the constant distribution, the 16 
weighting factor is always 0 for the furthest point, and 1 for the closest one. In addition, the 17 
vertexes of the convex and concave parabolic distributions were in 1 and 0, respectively. The 18 
equations of these distributions are shown in Figure 2, where sj is the actual station in meters, wj is 19 
the weighting factor in this station and so and sf are the initial and final station in meters. 20 
It is worth to highlight that the distance (sf - so) to consider for every inertial speed 21 
calculation varies along the road, as a function of the speed. For instance, a road segment in which 22 
there are two stations presenting an operating speed of 40 km/h and 70 km/h will compute the 23 
inertial operating speed using different distances, being longest the one for 70 km/h. 24 
The inertial operating speed is thus determined as the weighted average speed of the last t 25 




   (1) 27 
where Vi,k: inertial operating speed (km/h) at the point k; V85, j: operating speed at the point j; and 28 
wj: weighting factor at the point j. 29 
 As a result, 44 (11 periods of time x 4 weighting distributions) inertial operating speed 30 
profiles were developed for each road segment. Figure 1 shows V85 and Vi for one of the road 31 
segments under study in forward direction, considering 25 s and a convex parabolic distribution. 32 
 33 
Consistency parameters 34 
Different consistency parameters were proposed considering several variables based on the 35 
difference between Vi and V85 (21). Figure 3 shows the speed differences between the speed profiles 36 
depicted in Figure 1. According to this definition, a positive speed difference means that drivers’ 37 
expectancies are violated, since drivers’ speed is lower than the speed they expect to reach. The 38 
likelihood of crashes increases with the magnitude of these differences. 39 
 The consistency parameters will be composed as a combination of the following, simple 40 
parameters (Figure 3): 41 
• A (m·km/h): area bounded by the difference between Vi and V85, and the x axis. 42 
• L (m): length of the road segment. 43 
• σ (km/h): standard deviation of the difference between Vi and V85. 44 
• A(+) (m·km/h): area bounded by the difference between Vi and V85 considering only the 45 
positive differences. 46 
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• L(+) (m): length of the road segment considering only the positive differences. 1 
• σ(+) (km/h): standard deviation of the difference between Vi and V85 considering only the 2 
positive differences. 3 
• A(> x km/h) (m·km/h): area bounded when the difference between Vi and V85 is higher 4 
than x km/h. 5 
A higher value for either of these variables (dispersion or area bounded) will lead to a lower 6 
consistency. This will make it a little bit easier the interpretation of the final consistency parameter. 7 
 Table 1 summarizes the proposed consistency parameters (21). All parameters are 8 
expressed in terms of speed. This easy interpretation of the consistency parameter is an advantage 9 
compared to other consistency models. In all cases, a higher value of the parameter indicates a 10 
lower consistency level. 11 
 12 
RESULTS 13 
The best consistency parameter was identified by examining its relationship to road crashes. 14 
Following common practice, generalized linear modelling techniques were used to fit a Safety 15 
Performance Function that relates exposure and consistency to the number of crashes (Equation 16 
2). A negative binomial distribution was assumed, since it is an appropriate solution with 17 
overdispersed, count data (24). 18 
𝒀𝒊,𝟏𝟎 = 𝒆
𝜷𝟎 ∙ 𝑳𝜷𝟏 ∙ 𝑨𝑨𝑫𝑻𝜷𝟐 ∙ 𝒆𝜷𝟑∙𝑪  (2) 19 
where Yi,10: crashes with injuries on the road segment in 10 years; 𝛽i: regression coefficients; L: 20 
length of the road segment (km); AADT: Average Annual Daily Traffic (vpd); and C: consistency 21 
parameter (km/h). 22 
The AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) was given for all regressions as a measure of 23 
goodness of fit. The smaller the AIC value, the better the model. 24 
The quality of fit was also studied from the Cumulative Residuals (CURE) Plots (25, 26). 25 
This method consists of plotting the cumulative residuals for each independent variable. The aim 26 
is to graphically observe how well the function fits the data set. The CURE method has the 27 
advantage of not being dependent on the number of observations, as are many other traditional 28 
statistical procedures. In general, a good cumulative residuals plot is one that oscillates around 0. 29 
Thus, a good fit is given when the residuals do not stray beyond the ±2σ* boundaries. 30 
 31 
Exposure influence 32 
It is well known that crashes are highly affected by the exposure. Indeed, several previous 33 
researchers have developed safety performance functions that only depend on the exposure (13, 34 
27). A Safety Performance Function that only considers exposure was calibrated (Equation 3). 35 
𝒀𝒊,𝟏𝟎 = 𝒆
−𝟕.𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟐 ∙ 𝑳𝟎.𝟕𝟎𝟕𝟎 ∙ 𝑨𝑨𝑫𝑻𝟏.𝟎𝟑𝟎𝟕          𝑨𝑰𝑪 = 𝟓𝟓𝟕. 𝟗𝟐   (3) 36 
This model is not of major interest, but is useful to determine how important the inclusion 37 
of the consistency term is for crash estimation. As expected, all parameters are statistically 38 
significant. The AADT estimate is close to 1, indicating that the number of crashes is linearly 39 
affected by the traffic volume under consideration. On the other hand, the length estimate is lower 40 
than 1, so longer homogeneous road segments induce lower crash rates. 41 
 42 
Consistency influence 43 
A total of 352 Safety Performance Functions were calibrated by combining 44 inertial operating 44 
speed profile types and 8 consistency parameters. 45 
All models were sorted as a function of their AIC value. In this regard, Table 2 shows the 46 
25 models with the lowest AIC values. It can be noticed that parameter 7 was the most important. 47 
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This parameter includes the positive difference between the inertial operating speed and operating 1 
speed (Table 1). According to the inception of the inertial operating speed profile, the linear or 2 
parabolic weighting distributions produced the best results, validating the hypothesis that the last 3 
seconds have a major influence in drivers’ expectancies, since the constant weighting distribution 4 
was not the best. As expected, the AIC values were lower than for the single-exposure SPF 5 
(AIC=557.92). 6 
The evolution of the AIC for every SPF was also analyzed according to every parameter 7 
and weighting distribution. The objective was to examine the sensitivity of the SPF to the type of 8 
consistency parameter. Figure 4 shows the trend of the AIC value considering the parameter 7 and 9 
the convex parabolic distribution. To this regard, the period of time between 20 and 30 seconds 10 
was identified for all weighting distributions and consistency parameters as the best. This value is 11 
in accordance with previous research. 12 
 The lowest AIC value was found for 25 s and the consistency parameter 7 (model 25PX7, 13 
where PX indicates a convex parabolic distribution). The corresponding SPF is: 14 
𝑌𝑖,10 = 𝑒
−8.57584 · 𝐿1.03083 · 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇1.02707 · 𝑒0.17098·𝐶           𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 547.01 (4) 15 
Finally, the model was validated by means of CURE plots (Figure 5). It can be observed 16 
that the plots against each explanatory variable do not stray beyond the ±2σ* boundaries, apart 17 
from a few points when the AADT or C are high. It is mainly due to the limited available data for 18 
large traffic volumes and road segments with very poor consistency. In these situations, the 19 
proposed model tends to underestimate the number of crashes. So, it is recommended to use the 20 
proposed consistency model for road segments which present a traffic volume lower than 13,500 21 
vpd. Despite this, the consistency model is a useful tool to estimate the number of crashes in Italian 22 
two-lane rural roads. 23 
 24 
DISCUSSION 25 
Inertial operating speed 26 
The inertial operating speed was defined as the weighted average operating speed based on time, 27 
which attempts to better reflect the behavior of the short-term memory (20), instead of considering 28 
the instant operating speed like other consistency models do. As a result, this speed should be 29 
calculated at each station as the weighted average operating speed for the last 25 seconds, 30 
according to a convex parabolic distribution. 31 
It is important to highlight that Vi was calculated considering a certain period of time – and 32 
not a certain distance. This assumption makes sense, since the human mind tends to keep in mind 33 
information as a function of time, not of distance covered. In fact, the authors calculated Vi in terms 34 
of distance in a previous research (21), but time-based models shows a better goodness of fit (AIC 35 
of 547.01 vs. 548.15). 36 
An additional advantage of considering time to calculate the inertial operating speed is its 37 
higher stability for different consistency parameters. All consistency parameters showed the 38 
minimum AIC values for 25 s, whereas the distance-based model presented their best results for a 39 
range of distances. This is not surprising, since different lengths can be reached in a same period 40 
of time depending on the speed. 41 
 42 
Effect of the consistency parameter on road crashes 43 
The proposed consistency parameter was parameter 7, which is defined considering only the 44 
positive differences between Vi and V85 (Table 1). 45 
A positive difference between these speed profiles means that drivers’ expectancies are 46 
violated. Therefore, a higher crash rate is expected. Thus, for a given A(+), a higher length and a 47 
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lower σ(+) leads to a lower crash rate, i.e., a good consistency. Likewise, for a given L(+), a higher 1 
A(+) or σ(+) leads to a higher crash rate, i.e., a poor consistency. These conclusions can be 2 
observed in Figure 6, where the volume of the circles depicts crash rates. In this figure, transparent 3 
circles are the projection of the red ones. 4 
As a result, crash rates increase with the consistency parameter. In this way, different 5 
consistency thresholds were defined by means of a cluster analysis. Thus, the level of consistency 6 
of a homogenous road segment can be defined as good, fair or poor depending on the value of this 7 
consistency parameter (Figure 7). 8 
Therefore, this consistency model can be used to compare and sort different design 9 
proposals, maximizing road safety. The proposed SPF (Equation 4) is a useful tool for engineers 10 
to estimate the number of crashes, and to determine the potential for improvement of a certain road 11 
solution, or set of solutions. 12 
 13 
Comparison with previous global consistency models 14 
The proposed consistency model was compared with the global consistency models developed by 15 
Polus and Mattar-Habib (5), Garach et al. (7) and Camacho-Torregrosa (8). 16 
Different SPFs were calibrated considering the consistency parameters developed by these 17 
authors (Table 3). It can be observed that these models offered a worse statistical adjustment than 18 
the proposed model, since their AIC values were higher. 19 
Additionally, the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 20 
were calculated for each model (Table 3). As a result, the proposed model showed slightly lower 21 
values than the previous models. 22 
So, the consistency parameter of the enhanced consistency model can better represent the 23 
phenomenon than the previous models. 24 
 25 
CONCLUSIONS 26 
A more accurate way to estimate drivers’ expectancies by means of the inertial operating speed 27 
profile has been proposed to enhance the assessment of geometric design consistency through the 28 
model proposed by Llopis-Castelló et al. (21). This model was defined through the difference 29 
between the inertial operating speed profile (Vi), which represents drivers’ expectancies and the 30 
operating speed profile (V85), which represents road behavior. 31 
Different periods of time and weighting distributions were studied to identify how inertial 32 
operating speed should be calculated. For this, a total of 352 SPFs were calibrated. Most of them 33 
which incorporate a consistency parameter showed lower AIC values than the SPF considering 34 
only the exposure. So, the level of consistency significantly influences on crash occurrence. 35 
 The best model was 25PX7 model. To this regard, the inertial operating speed profile was 36 
estimated considering 25 seconds and a convex parabolic distribution. Likewise, the consistency 37 
parameter was obtained from the positive differences between Vi and V85. 38 
The proposed model was consistent with the short-term memory behavior. Regarding this, 39 
an inertial operating speed profile based on time can better represent drivers’ expectancies than 40 
those profiles based on distance. 41 
 Finally, the proposed consistency model was compared with the previous ones. As a result, 42 
the developed model showed the lowest AIC value and a closer relationship with the observed 43 
crashes. Additionally, different thresholds were defined to identify the consistency level of a 44 
homogeneous road segment. 45 
 Therefore, the proposed global consistency model better describes the phenomenon than 46 
the previous ones. The new SPF is a useful tool for engineers to estimate the number of crashes 47 
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and bring a more objective assessment of road safety to the geometric road design process. 1 
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FIGURE 6  Relationship between consistency variables and crash rate. 2 
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FIGURE 7  Relationship between the crash rate and the consistency parameter. 2 
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TABLE 2  Ranking of the models according to the AIC value 1 
Model Parameter Time (s) Weighting distribution AIC 
10PX4 Parameter 4 10 Convex 546.87 
25PX7 Parameter 7 25 Convex 547.01 
10PX7 Parameter 7 10 Convex 547.62 
10L4 Parameter 4 10 Linear 547.77 
25PX3 Parameter 3 25 Convex 548.02 
30PV7 Parameter 7 30 Concave 548.12 
25PX8 Parameter 8 25 Convex 548.4 
20L7 Parameter 7 20 Linear 548.44 
30PV3 Parameter 3 30 Concave 548.46 
30PV8 Parameter 8 30 Concave 548.48 
15PX7 Parameter 7 15 Convex 548.65 
20PX7 Parameter 7 20 Convex 548.81 
20L3 Parameter 3 20 Linear 549 
10C5 Parameter 5 10 Constant 549.01 
30PX7 Parameter 7 30 Convex 549.22 
20L8 Parameter 8 20 Linear 549.23 
30PV1 Parameter 1 30 Concave 549.3 
20C7 Parameter 7 20 Constant 549.56 
10L7 Parameter 7 10 Linear 549.59 
30L1 Parameter 1 30 Linear 549.6 
15C7 Parameter 7 15 Constant 549.6 
20PX8 Parameter 8 20 Convex 549.6 
40PV7 Parameter 7 40 Concave 549.62 
15PV7 Parameter 7 15 Concave 549.64 
20PX3 Parameter 3 20 Convex 549.78 
2 
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TABLE 3  Statistical adjustment – Global consistency models 1 
  𝛽0 𝛽1 𝛽2 𝛽3 
AIC α RMSE MAE 
  - ln L ln AADT C 
Polus and 
Mattar-Habib 
Estimate -6.95815 0.9458 0.9929 -0.3352 
553.48 0.3174 22.43 14.03 
Pr(>|z|) < 2·10-16 4.26·10-8 < 2·10-16 0.00943 
Garach et al. 
Estimate -7.08048 0.9050 1.0146 -0.2917 
554.87 0.3247 23.03 14.10 
Pr(>|z|) < 2·10-16 9.58·10-8 < 2·10-16 0.0169 
Camacho-
Torregrosa 
Estimate -6.77612 0.9206 1.0335 -0.2221 
555.75 0.3254 21.88 14.10 
Pr(>|z|) 5.21·10-16 1.94·10-7 < 2·10-16 0.0379 
New model 
Estimate -8.57584 1.03083 1.02707 0.17098 
547.01 0.287 21.64 13.75 
Pr(>|z|) < 2·10-16 2.28·10-10 < 2·10-16 0.00015 
 2 
